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It was a great 2016 CGCMC, where education, networking and the business 
of golf were at the forefront in Toronto.  This year’s conference was a 

partnership with the OGSA and co-chairs Jim Flett and Mark Prieur along 
with their committee did an outstanding job.  With the CGSA celebrating our 

50th year a hall of fame was setup in the trade show, lot of laughs were had 

by the old pictures, and displays of the old equipment including a hole cutter 
and some vintage sprinklers.  Not only did the conference have lots to offer 

but so did downtown Toronto.  Many landmarks were visited by the 
delegates attending the conference, from the spectacular views up in the CN 

Tower, the must see Hockey Hall of Fame, and a multitude of restaurants 
and bars.  It was only fitting that what almost appeared as an AGSA event 

took place one evening at Wayne Gretzky’s restaurant, lots of laughs were 
had that night, and I did even notice a couple Calgary Flames fans taking 

pictures! 
It was very exciting to see an Albertan once again take the Presidents 

role with the CGSA.  Congrats to James Beebe of Priddis Greens G&CC who 
became president in Toronto.  James is a Past President of the AGSA and 

has always been a great supporter of Alberta Superintendent.  We know he 
will do an outstanding job leading our national organization.   

In Toronto the CGSA unveiled their plans for the re-design.  It was 

James who led the presentation as to how we are going to get there.  A new 
fee structure, 25% reduction, co-operation instead of competition, and new 

conference destinations were some of the highlights.  All this tied into a new 
viable business model that the board along with Ken have been working on.  

One of the most important components to the new model is working with our 
regional associations. The AGSA has always been a very strong supporter of 

the CGSA and we hope to take that co-operation even further.  James and I 
met with AGSA board representatives to keep the lines of communication 

open and throw out ideas for partnerships down the road.  The goal is to 
continue to build on the momentum we have from the re-design and make 

all associations stronger for the betterment of the Superintendent.   
 


